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UM ECONOMIST PROBES ENVIRONMENT, ECONOMY ISSUES IN TWO NEW BOOKS
MISSOULA The increasingly acrimonious battle of economic growth vs. environmental protection could
and should give way to a realization that the two objectives can be complementary, not
contradictory, says University of Montana—Missoula economist Thomas Power.
Power, chair of U M ’s economics department, has two new books out on the subject, one
focusing on specific environmental battlegrounds and the other analyzing economic development
policy.
"Lost Landscapes and Failed Economies: The Search for a Value of Place," published this
summer by Island Press, looks at conflicts over efforts to preserve forests, fisheries, rangeland and
endangered species. The book refutes the popular argument that environmental protection poses a
threat to regional economies and ways of life. Power argues that protecting landscapes does not
damage communities, but is instead one of the primary sources of local economic vitality.
Also new on the shelves is the second edition of Power’s "Environmental Protection and Economic Well-Being: The Economic Pursuit of Quality," released by M.E. Sharpe Publishers.
The book uses conventional economic analysis to expand the concept of local economic well-being
to include the natural and social environment, as well as the roles played by non-profit
organizations and governments.
Publisher’s Weekly called "Lost Landscapes" a "devastating, scholarly attack on ‘folk’
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economics" that "turns on its head much of what has become common wisdom in his field."
In "Lost Landscapes," Power writes that the acrimony between "those that seek to preserve
the landscape and those that seek its continued exploitation" would subside "if we could lay to rest
the fear that environmental protection will cause the imminent economic collapse of communities.
"We face not a choice between protecting jobs and protecting the environment, but rather a
choice about how best to protect the community’s long-run economic vitality," Power writes.
"The issue is not sacrificing economic health to protect some obscure bird, fish or plant, but rather
ensuring economic health by avoiding needless damage to the natural — and therefore human —
environment."
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Contacts: Tom Power, (406) 243-4586; Lisa Magnino at Island Press, (202) 234-1328; M.E.
Sharpe Publishers, (914) 273-1800.
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